
ORGANISATION

Group of 6-10 players + 2 mini
goals + 2 gates.

The aim of this practice is to get
players receiving and retaining the ball
under real pressure. The attacker will
be served the ball by the player
between the gate on the left. Two
defenders converge to try to win and
secure the ball. Attackers can score in
mini goals for 1 point or attack gates
and dribble through for 2 points. If
defenders win the ball, they secure it
and pass back to the server. It’s
important to reiterate securing and
passing the ball back to the server to
maintain possession.

Encourage attackers to be brave and
take risks, try different twists and turns
to beat players. Challenge them to be
outrageous. Players all rotate
clockwise one position after a set.
Keep them moving quickly between
stations.

Possible Constraints
1. Restrict the attacker to a time limit
e.g. 5 seconds to score.
2. If players are struggling, change the
practice to 1v1 and adjust challenge
accordingly.
3. You could allow the defender to rn
the ball through the servers gate to
simulate attacking transition upon
winning possession. This gives the
attacker a chance to react and recover
with courage.

The Set Up
If you have more than 16 players set up two pitches. Max 
2-3 players per station to avoid standing around.

Pressure
The server plays the ball to blue and he has to receive 
and retain under pressure from two defenders.

Decisions
The player can go in four directions. Award double goals for 
the gate behind the player..

Is the SPACE realistic and relevant for the age and physical ability of the players? Use time limits to keep the 
practice moving and make sure players move stations quickly. Give players ample opportunity to get a lot of 
repetitions defending and attacking. If you have a GK you could set them up in the gate and add a scoring 
zone to encourage dribbling and close range finishing.. 

CONSIDERATIONS

BRAVERY: Encourage risk taking from the
attacking player. Try new skills, twists and turns.
Reiterate defensive bravery in the tackle or duel
with defenders winning and securing the ball.
COURAGE: Remind players to show attacking
and defensive courage, observe when players get
success and ask them how it felt and what was
different.
COMPETITION: Ensure players are driving
standards of service, attacking and defending.
Don’t over coach and get players to keep their
own points score. Players are competing with
themselves.

KEY FACTORS FOUR CORNERS
Technical
Receiving skills
Retention of the ball
First touch
Scanning/Awareness

Physical
Double Movements
1v1 strength on the ball
Explosive speed
Twisting and turning

Psychological
Bravery
Courage
Confidence
Acceptance

Social
Support
Encouragement
Communication
Trust

SESSION PLAN
Bravery & Courage: 1 v 2 Attacking

20 – 25 Mins
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ORGANISATION

2 teams + pitch in half + 2 goals

The aim of this practice is to
encourage brave passing and
confident forward runs in
possession. Out of possession we
are working on high pressing and
collective defending. The key
constraint is that you cannot dribble
into the attacking half, only pass
and if you win the ball you must
“take the ball home” to your half
and build the attack again. We
sacrifice the realism of scoring when
pressing in order to get bravery and
confidence in possession.

Each team’s half is their house. If
red have possession they are
working to find a creative pass to
break into the opposition “house”.
Players must be patient in

possession and aggressive out of
possession. A key focus is the
decision of when to play forward vs.
when to be patient and build. A
second focus is the timing and type
of movement. The halfway line
provides and offside line, so be
strict on the rules as players will
always try to cheat the line.

Possible Adaptations

You could progress to allow one
defender to stay in the defensive
half (allowing a decision) but this of
course changes the offside line, so
keep it simple to start with and see
how the players go.

The Set Up
Two pitches.

Combination Play
Midfield units try to find creative passes into attacking 
zone.

Progression
If you allow forward runs, midfield players run beyond to 
support or score

Is the SPACE realistic and relevant for the age group you are coaching? If in doubt, make the pitch wider than 
it is long to reduce physical demands getting up and down the pitch.  Ensure that on winning possession the 
defending team “takes it home” and builds the attack again.  If you have GKs you can use them in goal., if not 
use mini goals or a one touch finish to encourage forward runs. Reinforce brave passing and courageous 
recovery runs.

CONSIDERATIONS

BRAVERY: Encourage players to be brave
retaining and releasing the ball. We want players
searching for creative passes and taking risks.
COURAGE: Focus on affirming courageous
defending when you see it. Whether it’s high
energy pressing or desire and courage to recover
and stop goals, these are the attributes we want
to highlight.
COMPETITION: Keep score and make it
competitive. The game is physically demanding
so use water breaks and stops between games
as coaching opportunities. Consider running 3 x
10 minute matches.

KEY FACTORS FOUR CORNERS
Technical
Creative passing
Receiving on the move
Combinations
Finishing

Physical
Multi-directional speed
Forward/recovery runs
Movement to receive
Strength on the ball

Psychological
Confidence
Composure 
Patience
Resilience

Social
Support for team mates
Communication
Encouragement
Problem-solving

SESSION PLAN
Bravery & Courage: Killer Passes & Combinations

35 – 40 Mins
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